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Good leaders are MADE
not born!
“Leaders aren't born they are made. And they
are made just like anything else, through
hard work. And that's the price we'll have to
pay to achieve that goal, or any goal"

Vince Lombardi

“The key to successful leadership today is
influence, not authority”
Ken Blanchard
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Differences between a Leader and a Manager
Leader
 Recognizes increase in
responsibility and loss of some
“rights” & freedoms of the past
 Focuses on fixing the problem
 Knows the “main thing” and
eliminates confusion

Manager
 Recognizes increase in
responsibility

 Puts the “right” people in the
“right” positions
 Always reaches for improvement
 Develops themselves and others
 Confronts and handles problems










Spizzerinctum@wi.rr.com

Focuses on who or what to blame
Isn’t always able to eliminate
confusion and often
adds to the confusion
Fills positions
Can become complacent
Develops themselves
Can avoid and disregard
problems – hoping it will
go away
262-993-4883
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Differences between a Leader and a Manager
Leader
 Creates the vision and
communicates it in such a way
that people want to embrace the
vision
 Embraces, creates and makes
change positive
 Flexible
 Collaborator

Manager
Follows the vision set forth

 Quits only when the job is done
 Sees the purpose of life and an
opportunity to grow & share
 Never settles for mediocrity
 Creates victories through
multiplication






Likes the status quo




Rigid
Can be more of a Dictator or
Democratic ruler
Quits when tired
Sees the purpose of life as a race
to win
Often settles for mediocrity
Creates victories with hard work
and individual effort




Spizzerinctum@wi.rr.com

262-993-4883
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Top standout soft skills required
for effective Leadership
Soft skills

What are soft skills?


Personal qualities
 Habits
 Attitudes
 Social graces

Which make someone a good employee, manager, leader, compatible co-worker.
(“What are soft skills”, Kate Lorenz, CareerBuilder.com)
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Top soft skills required for success

 Listen

intently and removes personal
“filters”

 Communicate

effectively – not

mindlessly
 Communicate

consistently and in a

timely manner
 Trust

others to get the job done
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Top soft skills required for success

 Be

flexible and understanding

 Have

an even temperament

 Share

credit

 Present
 See

effectively

things from a different perspective
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Top soft skills required for success
 Want

to “serve” / help others

 Be

committed to ongoing training and
education

 Take

an initiative – don’t wait for the
“perfect” moment or solution and do not
wait to be “acted upon”
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Top soft skills required for success
 Use

time wisely

 Spend

time developing solutions, rather
than complaining
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What Makes Up a Message?
Words
Tone
Non-verbal's

___________
100%

When words and non-verbal's conflict,
which do we believe?
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4 Primary Communication
Styles
Action, Driver, Director, Directive
Process, Analytical, Thinker, Reflective
People, Amiable, Relater, Emotive
Idea, Expressive, Socializer, Emotive
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Communication Styles:
A Self-Assessment Exercise
Instructions:
Please select from each pair of attributes the
one which is most typical of your personality.
No pair is an either-or proposal. Make your
choice as spontaneously as possible. There
is no wrong answer.
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Communication Styles:
A Self-Assessment Exercise
1. I like action.

2. I deal with problems in a systematic way.

3. I believe that teams are more effective than
individuals.

4. I enjoy innovation very much.

5. I am more interested in the future than in the
past.

6. I enjoy working with people.

7. I like to attend well-organized group meetings.

8. Deadlines are important for me.

9. I cannot stand procrastination.

10. I believe new ways have to be tested before
being used.

11. I enjoy the stimulation of interaction with
others.

12. I am always looking for new possibilities.

13. I want to set up my own objectives.

14. When I start something, I go through until the end.

15. I basically try to understand other people’s
emotions

16. I do challenge people around me

17. I look forward to receiving feedback on my
performance.

18. I find the step-by-step approach very effective.

19. I think I am good at reading people.

20. I like creative problem solving.
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Communication Styles:
A Self-Assessment Exercise
21. I extrapolate and project all the time.

22. I am sensitive to others’ needs.

23. Planning is the key to success.

24. I become impatient with long deliberations.

25. I am cool under pressure.

26. I value experience very much.

27. I listen to people.

28. People say that I am a fast thinker.

29. Cooperation is a key word for me.

30. I use logical methods to test alternatives.

31. I like to handle several projects at the same time.

32. I always question myself.

33. I learn by doing.

34. I believe that my head rules my heart.

35. I can predict how others may react to a certain action.

36. I do not like details.

37. Analysis should always precede action.

38. I am able to assess the climate of a group.

39. I have a tendency to start things and not finish them
up.

40. I perceive myself as decisive.

41. I search for challenging tasks.

42. I rely on observation and data.

43. I can express my feelings openly.

44. I like to design new projects.

45. I enjoy reading very much.

46. I perceive myself as a facilitator.

47. I like to focus on one issue at a time.

48. I like to achieve.

49. I enjoy learning about others.

50. I like variety.
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Communication Styles:
A Self-Assessment Exercise
51. Facts speak for themselves.

52. I use my imagination as much as possible.

53. I am impatient with long, slow assignments.

54. My mind never stops working.

55. Key decisions have to be made in a cautious way.

56. I strongly believe that people need each other to get
work done.

57. I usually make decisions without thinking too much.

58. Emotions create problems.

59. I like to be liked by others.

60. I can put two and two together very quickly.

61. I try out my new ideas on people.

62. I believe in the scientific approach.

63. I like to get things done.

64. Good relationships are essential.

65. I am impulsive.

66. I accept differences in people.

67. Communicating with people is an end in itself.

68. I like to be intellectually stimulated.

69. I like to organize.

70. I usually jump from one task to another.

71. Talking and working with people is a creative art.

72. Self-actualization is a key word for me.

73. I enjoy playing with ideas.

74. I dislike wasting my time.

75. I enjoy doing what I am good at.

76. I learn by interacting with others.

77. I find abstractions interesting and enjoyable.

78. I am patient with details.

79. I like brief, to the point statements.

80. I feel confident in myself.
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Scoring Sheet for the Communication
Styles Assessment
Instructions: Circle the items you have selected and add up the totals for each style (one point
per answer). The maximum is 20 per style.
Style

Circle your answer here

Style 1: 1 - 8 - 9 - 13 - 17 - 24 - 26 - 31 - 33 - 40 - 41 - 48 - 50 - 53 - 57 - 63 - 65 - 70 - 74 - 79
________
Style 2: 2 - 7 - 10 - 14 - 18 - 23 - 25 - 30 - 34 - 37 - 42 - 47 - 51 - 55 - 58 - 62 - 66 - 69 - 75 – 78
________
Style 3: 3 - 6 - 11 - 15 - 19 - 22 - 27 - 29 - 35 - 38 - 43 - 46 - 49 - 56 - 59 - 64 - 67 - 71 - 76 – 80
________
Style 4: 4 - 5 - 12 - 16 - 20 - 21 - 28 - 32 - 36 - 39 - 44 - 45 - 52 - 54 - 60 - 61 - 68 - 72 - 73 – 77
________
Total Score (max. 40)

________
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Style Descriptors
Action

Process

People

Idea

Appearance

Business like,
formal

Formal
conservative,

Fashionable,
stylish

Casual,
conforming

Visual Clues

Firm handshake,
steady eye
contact

Few facial
expressions /
gestures

Animated facial
and hand body
movements

Intermittent eye
contact, gentle
handshake

Internal
Motivator

Winning

The process

The chase

Involvement

Verbal clues

Tells more than
asks

Focused, task
and fact oriented

Tells stories,
shares personal
feelings

Asks more than
tells

Irritations

Inefficiency,
indecision

Disorganization,
unpredictability

Routine,
perfectionism

Insensitivity,
impatience
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Style Descriptors
Action

Process

People

Idea

Strengths

Leadership,
juggling

Planning,
organizing

Persuading,
motivating

Listening, teamwork

Weaknesses

Impatient,
Insensitive to
others, poor
listener

Perfectionist,
critical,
unresponsive

Inattentive to
detail, short
attention span,
poor follow
through

Oversensitive, slow
to begin action, poor
at goal setting

Seeks

Productivity

Accuracy

Recognition

Acceptance

Priority

The task / results

The task / process

The relationship /
interaction

The relationship /
communication

Fears

Being taken
advantage of

Criticism of their
work

Loss of prestige

Sudden change
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Leaders give up past “RIGHTS”
Leaders give up the right to:
 Join employee “pity parties”
 Blame someone or something
 Focus on the past
 NOT have a solid, positive working relationship with their
boss – NO MATTER WHAT
 Let circumstances dictate actions
 NOT guard their integrity
 Hire easy and manage tough
 Be like “Bill Murray” – Ground Hog Day
 NOT fail
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Leaders give up past “RIGHTS”
…
Continued



Right to lower the
minimum acceptable
performance by
allowing people who
are “falling” stars to
stay on the team

20%

Super
Stars

50%

Middle
Stars

30%

Falling
Stars
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Creating a Supportive Climate
The way in which we consistently communicate over time
creates “the climate" of our workplace!

Are you building a Supportive or Defensive climate?

Spizzerinctum@wi.rr.com

262-993-4883
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Creating a Supportive Climate
Supportive

Defensive

Descriptive

Evaluative

“It’s been a hectic day.”

“I hate it when people are so demanding.”

Collaborative

Controlling
“I don’t know, you will have to figure it out.”

“We can work on it together, or you can give it a first shot
and then we can finalize it together. Which works best for
you?”

Empathetic

Neutral

“I really appreciate you taking the extra time to think of
multiple solutions. Most people wouldn’t have done that. I
think either one will work. Which do you think we should
do?”

“Either way will work”

Equal

Superior

“Pat, how would you like to handle this?”

“I’ve been here a lot longer than you, and we have to ….”

Flexible

Rigid

“I can either wait for you to locate the document or you can
email it to me as soon as you find it. What do you prefer?”

“I will stand here and wait until you find it.”

Spizzerinctum@wi.rr.com

262-993-4883
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10 Biggest Mistakes Leaders
make
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

10.

Waiting too long to address a problem or address unacceptable behavior.
Talking too much and not listening enough.
“Over-supervising” and underestimating the knowledge and capabilities of
the people they hired.
Failing to acknowledge excellent behavior but always addressing
unacceptable behavior.
Trying to lead by intimidation.
Feeling the need to solve all problems, including problems they do not
own.
Using “roadblocks” as excuses.
Assuming that your employees know the company’s objectives and
purpose as well as how they contribute to the objectives and purpose.
Approaching selection and hiring in a haphazard manner – hiring to “fill a
position”.
Not REALLY giving up past rights.
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THANK YOU
Thank YOU for allowing me the privilege of spending this time with you!
It has certainly been my pleasure!
Please do not hesitate to call me if I can be of assistance to you.
I would be honored to talk to you. I am always willing to brainstorm,
learn and share with others!
Spizzerinctum Group LLC
Energy Enthusiasm Success

Julie Kowalski
262-993-4883
Spizzerinctum@wi.rr.com
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